ALTERNATIVE GAME SCENARIOS / GAME MODES
These are optional game setups that add new opportunities and excitement to the game. Feel free to create your own homemade
scenarios. We will appreciate if you send us some good ideas to: battalia@fantasmagoria.bg.

INCREASED DIFFICULTY
The first alternative setup is similar to the basic game, only with increased difficulty level. The starting position of all cities
remains the same, only players use the “6” side of the neutral city tokens, thus making their defensive strength 6 instead of 4. The
city level of the annexed city would be standard 4 still, i.e. 4 (VP). The defensive strength of the ruins guards is set to 10 instead of
8. All other rules are the same as the basic game.

RACE FROM THE CENTER
The second option is a lot more different. Players begin the game without a starting city. On the four corners of the game
board place one neutral city level 6. You should use the same type of cards as their starting cities in the basic scenario. Place one
random Great Artefact face-down underneath
every neutral city card and return the other 6
Artefacts in the box without looking at them.
Place the ruins card in the center square of
the board without marking it with token - this
is now a common city, and it remains always
neutral.
Every player places one of his hero figures
on the ruins. During the game each player has
the right to annex not more than one neutral
city. When a player takes control over a neutral
city, he receives one lord card belonging to the
same faction as the conquered city, one supply
card and the hidden Great Artefact as a reward.
Once a neutral city is taken by a player it can be
claimed by his opponents.
All other rules remain the same like in the
basic game. Pay attention to how you are going
to build roads and cities - at the beginning all
heroes are really close to each other and every
player has a direct connection to all other
players from the start onwards :) !

SOME TIPS
You could also modify some game rules or the setup in order to make the game faster and easier, or longer and more complicated,
so that it fits your preferences. For example you may decide to start the game with two or more of your own cities, or to start
without any neutral cities. You could also start the game with one or two hero figures on the game board or ... you could even try
to change the game-end conditions.
Important: All players should agree with the modification of the rules and the new setup before starting the game. Play fair and
have fun!
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